
Atlanta Sport and Social Club
League Bundle - House Rules

Thank you for purchasing (or considering) the Atlanta Sport and Social Club league bundle.
Your consideration alone, lets us know that you’re willing to commit to the brand - that’s
something that our team is super grateful for!

The following house rules are not intended to limit your playing experience. Our goal is to make
sure we can preserve the overall playing experience for all participants, whether they’ve
purchased a bundle pack or not.

House Rules
1. ALL Bundle Packs CANNOT be shared with anyone.
2. Multi-Sport Bundle packs are valid for all sports with the exception of basketball.
3. Basketball Bundle packs are valid ONLY for basketball leagues.
4. Bundle purchasers are only allowed to participate in one (1) skill level per sport per

day of the week.
1. For example:

1. A bundle holder CANNOT participate in a Intermediate AND Recreational
softball league, on the same day of the week.

2. A bundle holder CAN participate in an Intermediate softball league on
Wednesday and then a Recreational softball league on Saturday.

3. A bundle holder CAN participate in an Intermediate softball league on
Sunday and also participate in a Recreational Flag Football league on
Sunday

5. Bundle Holders are NOT allowed to participate in leagues that occur at the same time.
1. For example:

1. A bundle holder CANNOT participate in a Flag Football that plays on
Sunday mornings AND also participate in a Sand Volleyball league that
plays on Sunday mornings

1. Our goal is to minimize short ended rosters that result in forfeits.
6. League Bundles are good for any Winter 2024, Spring 2024, Summer 2024, and Fall

2024 league and expire on 12/31/24.
1. Bundle packs are NOT valid for tournament registrations

7. Bundle holders are eligible for credits or refunds due to canceled leagues. Bundle
holders are NOT eligible for credits due to (and not limited to) rainouts, injury, etc.

8. Use it or lose it: Bundle pack purchases are non-transferable, and any unused portions
will not roll over or be carried forward to a future date.

9. Bundle Packs are non-refundable.


